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Franchise Opportunity



The Opportunity
We are now offering a rare franchise opportunity in the heart of 
Bath town centre, to like-minded people who are passionate about 
coffee and delivering excellence in every aspect of their business.

Triple Two is about delivering better coffee, better food, better 
environment & better service than the competition. Our baristas 
serve hand crafted speciality quality coffee at the same price and 
speed as our high street competitors and our chefs only use the 
freshest and locally sourced ingredients, where possible, to create 
a food offering that is second to none. This is all wrapped up in a 
store, beautifully designed by an award winning designer, that has 
a home from home atmosphere where people can relax, work or 
meet with friends.
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Bath
Bath is a large town set in the rolling countryside of Somerset, known for its natural hot springs and Georgian architecture. With a 
population of over 88,000 and nearly 6 million visitors per year, Bath is a vibrant hub for retail, culture and tourism in the South West.

Bath holds great appreal for the higher spending visitors, with a wealth of retailers to choose from; designer brands, high street stores and 
a vast array of quality independent shops. Bath has something for everyone including one of the best Christmas markets in the country.

Bath is also a large university town, with more than 15,000 students. That brings with it a large employment pool and loans that need to 
be spent!
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The property is located in a prime position at 
the southern end of Milsom Street. 
Popular restaurants such as Carluccios and 
Jamie’s Italian are also in the vicinity.

The attractive period building comprises of 
a ground floor sales area of 1,078 sq ft and a 
basement. It is surrounded by a mix of 
retailers including House of Fraser and the 
new Ivy Brasserie.

Property
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Set-up costs
Set out below are examples of costs that may be anticipated.

Estimated Total Investment   £150,000 - £225,000

Royalties*         6%
Advertising Fee*        2%

Please note: the above figure is only an estimate and will vary depending on, but not limited to the size, condition
and location of the unit. It is possibile to exceed these costs. All costs above are subject to VAT.

 * Royalties & advertising fee taken as % of gross monthly sales net of VAT.

 



Next Steps...
Any Questions?

That’s great!!! There is so much more we would love to 
tell you about the endless advantages of the Triple Two
systems and the benefits that your association will 
provide.

We are always on the lookout for excellent people and 
organisations with drive, passion and the skills needed 
to succeed in the dynamic coffee house marketplace.

If you are interested in discussing this franchise 
opportunity further, we would love to talk to you. 

Please complete the application form on our website, 
www.tripletwocoffee.com. Once you have done this feel 
free to give us a call or one of our team will be in touch 
shortly.

Visit us at:  www.tripletwocoffee.com

or email:  david@tripletwocoffee.com

Mobile: 07809221459
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david hodgetts
Head of Franchise
4 HAVELOCK SQUARE
SWINDON
SN1 1LE

david@tripletwocoffee.com


